News From Around PA

AIDS activists are stepping up their call for a boycott of Hershey candy to protest the rejection of a student at the Milton Hershey School because he is HIV-positive. School officials say the policy is designed to protect other students. But lawyers with the AIDS Law Project in Philadelphia, which has sued the school in federal court, say the boy controls his HIV with medication and poses no health threat to the 1,850 other students.

East Pennsboro Area School Board voted 4-4 against a Gay Straight Alliance club on Monday. The superintendent expects the homosexual club to be approved at the April 16th meeting. Is this your district?

LGBT Endorsed Candidates: President Obama for reelection, former U.S. Rep. Patrick Murphy for Attorney General and Eugene DePasquale for Auditor General. Other state candidates endorsed are incumbents Sen. Larry Farnese (1st Dist.); Reps. Mike O’Brien (175th Dist.), Vanessa Lowry-Brown (190th Dist.), Cherele Parker (200th Dist.) and Mark Cohen (202nd Dist.); challengers Andrew Kleeman (195th Dist.), Malik Boyd (198th Dist), Steve McCarter (154th Dist.) and Jordan Harris (186th Dist.), who are seeking to fill recent vacancies.

Swarthmore Borough Hall will display the "Love Makes a Family," traveling LGBT photo exhibit on April 1-24.

New from National Scene

Democratic lawmakers want Obama to issue an Executive Order to implement ENDA, the Employment Non-Discrimination Act, which would prohibit federal contractors from discriminating against employees "based on their sexual orientation or gender identity."

Homosexual activists target a T-shirt company in Lexington, Kentucky, after the business passed on producing T-shirts for the city's "gay pride" festival.

Lexington's Gay and Lesbian Services Organization filed a discrimination complaint against the family-owned company. (Yet more proof of the dangers of so-called "anti-discrimination ordinances")

Susan G. Komen for the Cure founder Nancy Brinker, in a letter seeking federal funding is apologizing for the organization's "mistakes" in deciding to end contributions to Planned Parenthood.

Harvard University students and faculty, with the help of Lady Gaga, are urging administrators to award posthumous degrees to seven students expelled from the school in 1920 because they were "gay or perceived to be gay". (Note: some of these students were in poor academic standing.)

AFA of PA encourages Christians, through education, to become involved in pro-family issues in their community, state and the nation. We are a non-profit organization that is totally dependent upon financial gifts from our supporters. You can give online here http://afaofpa.org/donate/
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